The differential cross-section for the process p(e, e ′ p)η has been measured at Q 2 ∼ 5.7 and 7.0 (GeV/c) 2 for centre-of-mass energies from threshold to 1.8 GeV, encompassing the S11(1535) resonance, which dominates the channel. This is the highest momentum transfer measurement of this exclusive process to date. The helicity-conserving transition amplitude A 1/2 , for the production of the S11(1535) resonance, is extracted from the data. Within the limited Q 2 now measured, this quantity appears to begin scaling as Q −3 -a predicted, but not definitive, signal of the dominance of perturbative QCD, at Q 2 ∼ 5 (GeV/c) 2 .
I. INTRODUCTION
The goal of strong interaction physics is to understand hadrons in terms of their fundamental constituents, the quarks and gluons. Although these constituents are described by Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD), and perturbative methods work well where applicable, mostly the complexity of the theory precludes a description of hadrons in terms of QCD. Various techniques are used to make progress, such as numerical simulation of QCD and hadron models with effective QCD degrees of freedom. In this sense, the role of experiment is to make measurements which test the predictions of QCD-inspired quark models. Most models can describe the static nucleon properties and the baryon spectrum, and so other measurements, such as electromagnetic transition form factors and strong decay amplitudes, are required.
A baryon's quark substructure can be excited into a resonance-an excited state of the quarks with welldefined baryon quantum numbers. The transition form factor is the coupling (amplitude for the transition) from one baryon state to another, as a function of the squared invariant momentum transferred to the baryon Q 2 . The measurements of couplings between baryon states and the dependence of these on Q 2 , can be used as stringent tests of quark models. These couplings can be expressed in terms of the transition matrix elements between states of definite helicity.
The difficulty in measuring baryon transition form factors lies in isolating any of the multitude of wide and overlapping resonant states. The S 11 (1535) is a baryon resonance that can be accessed relatively easily. Although there are many overlapping states in its mass region, it is very strongly excited over the accessible Q 2 range and is the only resonance with a large branching fraction to η mesons [1] , causing it to dominate the p(e, e ′ p)η channel. This dominance is partly due to isospin conservation, since the proton has isospin= 1 2 and the η has isospin=0, only the N * (I =
2 ) resonances can decay to a proton-η final state-N * (I =   3 2 ) resonances are forbidden. As well as being accessible, the S 11 is an interesting resonant state. It is the negative parity partner of the nucleon, they are both spin-half and isospin-half particles. The transition form factor for the production of the S 11 falls more slowly with Q 2 than the dipole form factor G D = (1 + Q 2 /0.71) −2 , at least up to Q 2 = 3.6 GeV 2 [2] , and more slowly than the form factor for typical baryons. An example is the D 13 (1520) [3] , which is from the same SU (6) O(3) multiplet and mass region as the S 11 (1535). The S 11 (1535) branching fraction to pη, at b η ∼ 50%, is anomalously high when compared to that of the other N * resonances, a phenomenon which is not well understood.
It is expected from helicity conservation in perturbative QCD (pQCD) that at sufficiently high Q 2 the photocoupling amplitude A 1/2 will begin to scale as 1/Q 3 [4] , or equivalently the quantity Q 3 A 1/2 will flatten. The observation of such scaling is thus a possible signal of the transition to the dominance of hard processes. This motivates the present experiment which studied exclusive η production, allowing access to the amplitude A 1/2 for the S 11 resonance, at the highest ever Q 2 yet measured. The first measurement of η production at substantial Q 2 was published by Brasse et al. [5] in 1984 based on work at DESY that went to Q 2 = 2.0 and 3.0 GeV 2 .
This was the first indication that the S 11 (1535) falls far slower with Q 2 than the D 13 (1520), and hence dominates the channel at high Q 2 . In 1999, Armstrong et al. [2] published data obtained in Hall C at Jefferson Lab at Q 2 = 2.4 and 3.6 GeV 2 , the highest until this work. The cross-section was found to be about 30% lower than the DESY data and the full width of the S 11 (1535) about twice as wide. By comparing with inclusive data, a lower bound was put on the branching fraction S 11 → ηp of b η > 0.45.
A recent paper by the CLAS collaboration from Hall B at Jefferson Lab [6] , published data for this process, at centre-of-mass (c.m.) energy W = 1.5 − 2.3 GeV and Q 2 = 0.13 − 3.3 GeV 2 . The photocoupling amplitude A 1/2 of the proton to S 11 (1535) transition was extracted, and the anisotropies in the differential cross-section were more precisely determined. The results for the magnitude and width of the S 11 resonance favoured the Armstrong data over the older Brasse result. Evidence was shown for a significant contribution to η electroproduction due to a P -wave resonance with a mass around 1.7 GeV.
This paper describes an experiment where electrons were scattered off free protons at high momentum transfer and both electron and proton were detected in coincidence. In Sec. II the kinematics of the reaction are discussed along with the formalities of the cross section and helicity amplitude for S 11 (1535) production. Sec. III describes the apparatus and methods used to acquire the data. Sec. IV then goes on to present the processing of the data including corrections, calibration, cuts, Monte Carlo simulation, backgrounds and ultimately the cross section extraction and error analysis. In Sec. V the η production differential cross section is plotted and fit with an angular dependence. A Breit-Wigner form is fitted to the data and the S 11 helicity amplitude and resonance parameters are extracted. A brief summary is given in Sec. VI. The appendix tabulates the extracted η production differential cross section.
II. FORMALISM
A. Kinematics Figure 1 shows the one-photon exchange (Born) diagram for the resonance electroproduction process. The incident electron k i scatters off the stationary proton p i with mass m p . We detect the scattered electron k f and proton p f and reconstruct the undetected particle p x using the missing mass technique, evaluated from fourmomentum conservation
Using the symbols from the diagram and neglecting the electron mass, the positive square of the four-momentum q = (ν, q) p i = (m p , 0)
The one-photon exchange diagram of the resonance electroproduction process, where, for example, ki is the fourmomentum vector of the incoming electron composed of energy E and momentum ki.
transferred from the lepton to hadron system is Q 2 ≡ −q 2 = 4EE ′ sin 2 (θ e /2). The mass of the resonant state is W 2 = (q + p i ) 2 = q 2 + m 2 p + 2m p ν. Figure 2 shows the scattering and reaction plane coordinate systems: θ e is the scattering angle of the electron; θ pq the angle between the outgoing proton and the momentum vector of the virtual photon, q; the polar and azimuthal angles of the missing momentum are θ * x and φ x respectively, defined with respect to q and the electron scattering plane. A super-scripted * denotes measurement in the pη centre-of-momentum frame.
FIG. 2:
The scattering and reaction plane coordinate systems.
B. Cross Section
The five-fold differential cross-section for the reaction may be expressed as the product of the transverse virtual photon flux Γ T and the centre-of-mass cross-section for the electroproduction of the pη pair
where the flux of transverse virtual photons in the Hand convention [7] is
the longitudinal polarisation of the virtual photon is given by
and the energy required by a real photon to excite a proton to a resonance of mass W is
The unpolarised virtual photon cross-section is written in terms of the transverse polarised virtual photon dσ T /dΩ * η , longitudinal polarised virtual photon dσ L /dΩ * η and interference contributions, dσ LT /dΩ * η and dσ T T /dΩ * η in Eq. (6) . Each of these four individual components are expressed in terms of multipoles [8, 9] , where E l± , M l± and S l± are the electric, magnetic and scalar multipoles respectively; l is the orbital angular momentum, and ± indicates the total angular momentum via j = l ± 1 2 . If only terms with l ≤ 2 and either of the dominant isotropic multipoles, E 0+ or S 0+ , are retained, then Eqs. (7) are obtained [10] .
The virtual photon cross-section is parametrised in terms of its angular dependence as Eq. (8) . The parameters A − F are then given in terms of the truncated multipole expansion by the Eqs. (9) . The helicity amplitude A 1/2 , for the process γ v p → S 11 (1535), can be obtained from the contribution of the S 11 (1535) to the E 0+ multipole at the resonant mass W = W R , using [11, 12] 
This requires, not only isolating the S 11 (1535) from the other resonances and the non-resonant background, but further isolating the E 0+ multipole from the other multipoles. In this case, for γ v p → ηp at the S 11 (1535) resonance mass, such an isolation is almost implicit in the measurement due to the dominance of the S 11 (1535). Being an S-wave resonance, implies a dominance of the isotropic multipoles-which has previously been seen in the data [2, 5, 6, 13] . So too, among the isotropic contributions it appears that the transverse multipole E 0+ , dwarfs the longitudinal part S 0+ [3, 6, 14] .
Doing a longitudinal/transverse (LT ) separation requires measuring the cross-section for at least two values of ǫ at the same Q 2 , which was not done in this experiment. Such separations performed in the late 1970's are consistent with no longitudinal component. Where R = σ L /σ T is the ratio of longitudinal to transverse cross sections, Ref [14] found R = 0.23 ± 0.15 at Q 2 = 0.4 GeV 2 and Ref [3] found R = 0.22 ± 0.23 at Q 2 = 0.6 GeV 2 and R = -0.16 ± 0.16 at Q 2 = 1 GeV 2 . Quark models [15] show this ratio decreasing with Q 2 . In angular fit to their recent data, Denizli [6] shows that the parameters of the P 1 (cosθ * η )cosφ components fluctuate around zero and are consistent with zero within experimental uncertainty. These parameters measure the dσ LT /dΩ component of dσ/dΩ, suggesting that the longitudinal component is small-but since dσ LT /dΩ * is a sum of terms with possibly different signs, it is possible that S 0+ is in fact comparable to E 0+ .
In this paper it is assumed that the longitudinal amplitudes are not significant for this reaction. The validity of this will become clear in the future when LT separations are done at high Q 2 . The cross-section can thus be written as depending only on the dominant E 0+ multipole in the simple form
The combination of Eq. (11) and Eq. (10) yields
the helicity amplitude as a function of σ R ≡ σ(W R ) [the total cross-section of the S 11 (1535) resonance, measured at the resonance mass W R .] The E 0+ multipole can be more reliably extracted from a fit to the angular dependence. Parameters A and C in Eqs. (9) share some common terms, and a simple cancellation yields Eq. (13)-although in the absence of an LT separation, it still must be assumed that S 0+ is negligible.
Where possible in this work, the E 0+ multipole is extracted using both methods, but for consistency with previous analyses the final result is quoted from the method assuming isotropy. The experiment, measuring the unpolarised differential cross-section for the process p(e, e ′ p)η, was performed in Hall C (Fig. 3 ) of the Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility, during May and June of 2003. The Short Orbit Spectrometer (SOS) [16] , a resistive QDD (quadrupole, dispersive dipole, anti-dispersive dipole) spectrometer, was used to detect scattered electrons. The High Momentum Spectrometer (HMS) [17] , with a superconducting QQQD configuration, detected the recoil protons. The η particles were identified using the missing mass method.
Both spectrometers have a similar detector ensemble, including drift chambers for determining the track, scintillator arrays for triggering, an electromagnetic calorimeter for particle identification (PID) and a threshold gasČerenkov also for PID and tuned to differentiate between pions and electrons in the SOS. Figure 4 , showing the detector components, is representative of either detector stack.
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Pb-glass Calorimeter The Jefferson Laboratory's superconducting radiofrequency Continuous Electron Beam Accelerator Facility (CEBAF) provides multi-GeV continuous-wave beams for experiments at the nuclear and particle physics interface [18] . The accelerator consists of two anti-parallel linacs linked by nine recirculation beam lines in the shape of a racetrack, for up to five passes. Beam energies up to nearly 6 GeV at 100 µA and > 75% polarization are possible. For this experiment, the incident electrons had the maximum available energy: E e = 5.500 GeV for most of the experiment and E e = 5.491 GeV for an 11 day period near the beginning.
The target was liquid hydrogen maintained at a temperature of 19 K. The beam passes through 3.941 cm of liquid and through 0.12 mm of aluminium target cell walls on entrance and exit. The beam was rastered within a square of ± 1 mm to minimise density changes due to target boiling. A dummy target consisting of two aluminium plates was used to simulate reactions within the target walls.
The trigger for the experiment was a coincidence between pre-triggers (or singles triggers) from both of the spectrometers. Both of the spectrometer pre-triggers were the requirement of a signal in three out of the four scintillator planes (SCIN). In addition to the coincidence trigger, data were taken for singles triggers from both of the two spectrometers. This was pre-scaled according to the rate so as not to interfere with the coincidence trigger. This singles data allowed the monitoring of the luminosity and the electron detection efficiency. The elastic scattering events within the SOS were used to monitor the beam energy and the performance of the SOS magnets.
Blok et al. [19] is descriptive of the accelerator, beam monitoring equipment and current monitors, target rastering system, beam energy measurement and cryogenic target. More detailed discussions are made of the two spectrometers, their detector packages, the trigger logic and data acquisition. Further references are provided for all covered topics, the interested reader is advised to consult that work.
The electron spectrometer was fixed in angle and momentum, thereby defining a central three-momentum transfer vector q for the virtual photon which mediates the reaction. Around this q vector is a cone of reaction products including the protons from the resonance decay of interest in this measurement. The "kinematic focusing" caused by the high momentum transfer of the reaction makes it possible to capture a large fraction of centre of mass decay solid angle in a spectrometer, as it comes out as a "narrow" cone in the lab. The proton spectrometer was stepped in overlapping angle and momentum steps to capture as much of this decay cone as possible.
The exact choice of kinematics was based on a compromise between maximising the Q 2 for the available beam energy and detecting the full centre-of-mass decay cone for the p(e, e ′ p)π 0 reaction to the highest possible W . This reaction, which was measured concurrently is reported on by Villano [20] . The maximum central momentum of the SOS, 1.74 GeV, required increasing θ SOS to increase the Q 2 , while the minimum HMS angle of 10.5 degrees required decreasing θ SOS to extend the full angular coverage to higher W . At θ SOS = 47.5 degrees and the maximum SOS momentum, it was found that the kinematic region from pion threshold to above the S 11 mass fell nicely within the best resolution region of the SOS spectrometer and full cosθ * coverage was possible for the pπ 0 up to W = 1.4 GeV and pη up to W = 1.6 GeV, as shown in Fig. 5 . These SOS central parameters correspond to a virtual photon with momentum 4.51 GeV and angle 16.5 degrees and Q 2 ∼ 5.8 (GeV/c) 2 at the S 11 resonance mass.
In addition to data taken with these kinematics, it was decided to take a smaller set of data at even higher Q 2 , although the angular coverage would be incomplete. In this configuration the SOS was set with central momentum of 1.04 GeV and angle of 70 degrees, which gives a central virtual photon with | q| = 5.24 GeV and angle 10.8 degrees and Q 2 ∼ 7.0 (GeV/c) 2 at the S 11 resonance mass. For the purposes of this paper, the first data set
The W acceptance of the detector pair for the e(p, e ′ p)η reaction, in the lower-Q 2 configuration, as a function of the laboratory scattering angle and momentum of the proton. The contours are constant W of the hadronic system, for an electron at 47.5 degrees and momentum of 1.74 GeV/c, for the full range of θ * and φ = 0 and 180 degrees. The solid central contour is W = 1.5 GeV, from which they increase in steps of 100 MeV to the outermost at W = 1.9 GeV. In practice, the angle and momentum bite of the SOS causes the contours to be much broader. Each black box is the acceptance of a particular HMS setting ( † Table I ). The alternate settings are offset by 1.5
• and are a 4.7% increase in momentum, so that they are approximately centred on the points where the boxes join.
will be called the 'lower-Q 2 ' configuration and the second data set, the 'higher-Q 2 '. The kinematic settings for the experiment are summarised in Table I Data were taken at a mean beam current of 92 µA. The lower-Q 2 configuration was run for 6 weeks, totaling 127 C of electrons through the target from which about 50,000 η particles were identified from proton-electron coincidences, by missing mass reconstruction. Due to improved accelerator operation, the one week of running for the higher-Q 2 setting received 29 C of charge, but only about 2,000 η particles were reconstructed.
IV. DATA ANALYSIS
The raw data as recorded by the electronics were replayed offline to produce PAW or root ntuples of calibrated physics quantities. Corrections were made to the data for inefficiencies, dead times and accidental coincidences. The detector response was simulated using the Monte Carlo technique (including multiple scattering in the detector and nuclear reactions in the target walls) with one input model cross-section for the η production signal and another model for the multipion background processes, described in detail in Sec. IV C. Using an iterative procedure, a linear combination of the signal and background simulations was fitted to the data and the result used to refine the simulation input model, until the simulation in each bin matched the data with a multiplicative factor of close to unity.
A. Raw Data to Physical Quantities
The raw data from each trigger was stored onto tape. These data were "replayed" offline a number of times during the analysis, using the Hall C data reduction code, as the calibration of the detectors was improved. For each event, a list of calibrated event properties including position and angles of the track, timing and energy deposition information were determined. So too were quantities for the scattering including the centre-of-mass angles, invariant hadronic mass and the missing mass. For each run an ntuple of these event parameters was produced along with a file containing scaler information and calculated efficiencies and dead times for that run.
The data were corrected on a run-by-run basis for these inefficiencies and dead times during the filling procedure-each event passing the cuts was filled into the histogram weighted by a run dependent correction factor. This included track reconstruction inefficiencies in the HMS and SOS spectrometers and computer and electronic dead times. A summary of all the corrections applied to the data is given in Table II .
The pion form factor (F π ) experiment [19, 21] was conducted in the same suite of experiments as the current experiment and this work makes reference to some analyses reported there. A detailed description of the fitting of the reconstruction matrix elements for the spectrometers is included there. A number of offsets and corrections were determined by analysing singles elastic scattering 
and coincident
1 H(e, e ′ p) events. From these kinematically overdetermined reactions, it was possible to check the momentum p and angles θ and φ (in-plane and outof-plane relative to the spectrometer central axis respectively) for both spectrometers, and the beam energy E. A fit was done to determine what offsets to these quantities most accurately produced the required values for the invariant hadronic mass, and missing mass and energy for the elastic scattering. In the case of SOS momentum (equivalently the dipole field), there is a saturation as the current is increased due to the resistive nature of the magnets. A field dependent correction was thus determined. These offsets, summarised in Table III , were used in the replay of the present data.
0.00 ± 0.05% Ee 0.00 ± 0.05% [19, 21] applied to the data during the replay phase.
Trigger Efficiency
The HMS trigger was a three out of four coincidence between the four scintillator planes. A trigger inefficiency for proton detection in the HMS is produced by protons which are not detected in their interaction with the scintillator, and by protons that do not make it through all the scintillators due to absorption.
A previous study of general HMS trigger efficiency [19, 21] showed a strong dependence on relative particle momentum δ HMS . The momentum in the spectrometers is measured relative to the central momentum p set , so that particles with the same δ = (p − p set )/p set are dispersed by the same amount. The trigger efficiency was mostly very high at 0.995 but dropped rapidly for momenta lower than δ ∼ −6%. The data was analysed with a cut of δ > −6 resulting in an average increase in extracted cross-section of 1.4%. No correction for this effect was made, but this figure was used as an estimate of the error due to the trigger efficiency.
The trigger requires hits in scintillator planes S1 and S2, so another source of inefficiency is absorption, through nuclear reactions, of the proton in target or detector materials before the S2 plane. The total pp collision cross-section, σ pp , varies slightly from 47 to 42 mb for proton lab momenta between 2 to 5 GeV/c [1] which is the momentum range of this experiment. Therefore for this experiment, the trigger efficiency due to absorption is relatively independent of kinematic setting.
The primary sources of interacting material are the S1 scintillator planes which had a thickness of 1 cm each and the Aluminium windows of the gasČerenkov and aerogel detectors which had a total thickness of 0.51 cm. The proton-nuclear cross-section was estimated as A 0.7 σ pp . Combining interactions in all material, the trigger efficiency due to proton absorption is estimated to be 0.95.
To calculate the correction used in the experiment for the trigger efficiency due to proton absorption, a study of ep elastic events was done. The SOS was set for electrons at central angle = 50
• and central momentum of 1.74 GeV/c and the HMS was set for protons at central angle of 18
• and central momentum of 4.34 GeV/c at a beam energy of 5.247 GeV. For a point target, the SOS has an out-of-plane angular acceptance of ±37 mr and an in-plane angular acceptance of ±57 mr (the in and out-of-plane angles are relative to the central axis of the spectrometer), while the HMS has an out-of-plane angular acceptance of ±70 mr and an in-plane angular acceptance of ±27 mr. The ratio of electron to proton momentum is 0.4, so for the maximum SOS out-of-plane angle, the corresponding HMS out-of-plane angle is 15 mr. The maximum SOS in-plane angle gives a corresponding HMS in-plane angle of 23 mr. The data acquisition is set-up to accept singles triggers from the SOS and HMS individually in addition to coincidence triggers between the HMS and SOS.
In offline analysis, the cuts described in Sec. IV B 1 were used to identify electrons in the SOS. A good elastic event in the SOS was identified by a cut of 0.9 < W < 1.0 GeV and a cut on the SOS in-plane angle of ±50 mr which ensured that the proton would be within the HMS angular acceptance. The proton was selected by the timeof-flight between electron and the particle detected in the HMS. The raw number of coincident ep events was 2009 and the number of single events was 205.
Some data were taken with an aluminium "dummy" target, which is intended to model an empty target cell, but is 7.78 times thicker in order to increase the count rate. Analysis of this data determined that the target endcaps would contribute 12 ± 3 events to the raw coincidence events and 123.0 ± 12 events to the raw single events. Therefore the proton trigger efficiency due to absorption is 0.96 ± 0.01, in good agreement with the prediction. A 4% correction was applied to the data for this effect.
Calibration of Simulation Resolution
As described in Section IV B 3, the cross section is obtained by integrating over the η missing mass peak. The sensitivity to the exact shape of the peak is thus small and is minimised by matching the simulation resolution to the data resolution as far as possible. This was done for the elastic peak, following which the simulation of the eta peak was in agreement with the data width without further change.
The elastic scattering of electrons into the SOS and protons into the HMS were compared to SIMC Monte Carlo simulations of the same. The invariant mass determined from elastic scattering must be the proton mass, but is broadened due to resolution effects and radiative tails-which are included in the simulation. In both detectors it was found that the width of this peak predicted by the simulation was narrower than for the data. These resolution differences were taken into account by increasing the drift chamber resolutions in each spectrometer, from the nominal value of 300 µm. The resolution was varied, and the simulation repeated, until a Gaussian fitted to the simulated spectrum had the same width as a Gaussian (and polynomial background) fitted to the data. It was found that the HMS needed a drift chamber resolution of 570 µm to match the data width of 17.2 MeV, while in the SOS, the 30.1 MeV width was achieved with a 350 µm resolution.
This method had the effect of degrading the optics of the simulation slightly to match the experimental transport matrix elements of the data, in a logical yet simple manner. During the systematic error analysis process, described in Section IV F, the drift chamber resolutions were varied by 10% and the integration limits were varied by 0.1 GeV 2 , characterising the sensitivity of the extracted differential cross-sections and amplitudes.
Collimator Punch Through
A source of background is due to particles that interact with the edges of the HMS collimator aperture, located just before the first quadrupole magnet, whose kinematics are thus changed. The collimator is made from 6.35 cm thick HEAVYMET (machinable Tungsten with 10% CuNi; density=17 g/cm 3 .) For practical purposes electrons are stopped by the SOS collimator, but protons have the possibility of "punching" through the collimator, undergoing multiple scattering and energy loss in the material, and still making it through the spectrometer to the detectors. This process is modelled in the simulation of the experiment and additionally a loose cut, 3 centimeters outside the collimator edge, is used to eliminate unphysical reconstructions.
Data Cuts
The 'standard' cuts are listed in Table IV . The cuts on relative electron momentum δ SOS , and relative proton momentum δ HMS , are made to ensure that only particles within the well understood region of the spectrometer momentum acceptance are used. The momentum in the spectrometers is measured relative to the central momentum p set , so that particles with the same δ = (p − p set )/p set are dispersed by the same amount.
Some parts of the SOS spectrometer acceptance, due to an ambiguity in the solution of the optics equations, do not reconstruct reliable tracks. The cuts on the SOS focal plane position in the magnet dispersion direction, X SOS,f.p. , are to eliminate these regions. The particle identification cuts are described in Section IV B.
Np.e. > 0.5
The set of 'standard' cuts applied to the data and to the simulations where applicable. † The Particle Identification cuts are not applied to the simulation.
Binning
The data were binned in W , cosθ * η , φ * η and m 2 x , where W is the invariant mass of the hadronic system, θ * η is the polar angle between the direction of the η and the three-momentum transfer vector q in the centre-of-mass of the resonance, φ * η is the azimuthal angle of the η with respect to the electron scattering plane, and m were retained for the analysis if they passed the following three criteria. Firstly, in the region of the η missing mass peak, the simulation was required to predict a signal to background ratio of at least 0.25. Secondly, the simulation needed to have predicted a minimum average number of η events in the peak of 1.5 per missing mass squared channel. This criterion was used instead of requiring a total number of predicted η particles because the resolution of the missing mass peak changes substantially with cosθ * η . The third criterion for acceptance was, following the subtraction of the all the backgrounds, the sum of the data in the region of the missing mass peak was required to have a statistical uncertainty of less than 50%.
B. Particle Identification
Electron Identification
In the SOS spectrometer, theČerenkov detector and the electromagnetic calorimeter were used to identify electrons and reject pions. TheČerenkov detector was filled with Freon-13 at 1 atmosphere, yielding a velocity threshold of β t = 1/n = 0.9992. The highest momenta detected by the SOS in this experiment was about 2.09 GeV/c, corresponding to β = 0.9978 for pions, which is below the threshold for detection while all electrons are well above the threshold. Some pions make small signals in theČerenkov due to scintillation or "knock-on" electrons from atomic scattering. The detected signal was calibrated into units of the number of photo-electrons, N p.e. .
For each event, the signals from each of the 44 leadglass blocks in the calorimeter were summed to obtain the total energy deposited, E tot . This energy was then normalised by the momentum of the particle as determined by the tracking, p track , to obtain E norm = E tot /p track . The 16 radiation lengths of lead-glass bring electrons to a stop, resulting in a peak at E norm ∼ 1 due to electrons. The pions peak at about E norm ∼ 0.25, but have a long tail to higher E norm due to the charge exchange nuclear interaction π − p → π 0 nx, and subsequent decay π 0 → γγ. Figure 6 shows the correlation between E norm and N p.e. for the lower-Q 2 data. The electrons are clearly well separated from the pions by these two detectors. In the analysis, electrons are identified using two simple cuts, N p.e. > 0.5 and E norm > 0.7, shown in the figure.
Proton Identification and Accidental Coincidence Subtraction
Protons were separated from pions using time of flight considerations. The raw difference in arrival times, t diff , between the electron in the SOS and the positive particle in the HMS, were corrected event-by-event for differences in path length of both particles through the detectors and the variation in velocity β of the positive particle (all electrons having essentially the same velocity.) This corrected coincidence time, t coin , is plotted in Fig. 7 and shows peaks due to protons and π + particles and a background of accidental (or random) coincidences. The correlation between Enorm and Np.e. for all the lower-Q 2 data. The particle ID cuts to select electrons, Np.e. > 0.5 and Enorm > 0.7, are visible as dashed lines in the figure. All other cuts listed in Table IV have already been applied to the data.
The path taken is determined by the tracking algorithm from drift chamber hit positions while the velocity
is calculated from the measured momentum p assuming the proton mass m p . For protons the corrected coincidence time depends only on the actual difference in starting times of the particles in the target, causing a peak of real coincidences, which has been shifted to zero in the figure. Particles with a different mass, such as pions, have their coincidence time peak shifted relative to the protons since for the same momentum, they have a different velocity. The π + peak is broader than the proton peak because t coin is calculated to remove the momentum dependence of the protons but the pion locus remains momentum dependent. A much smaller number of kaons are detected and form a locus between the pions and protons, but remain distinctly separable. It was then possible to select the proton events and reject the pion and kaon events and most of the accidental coincidences using one simple cut.
Accidental coincidences occur when both detectors are triggered within the 100 ns coincidence time window, but the detected particles originate in different scattering events. In the coincidence time spectrum of Fig. 7 , the accidentals are the continuous background under the two main peaks. The 2 ns beam structure can clearly be seen in the spectrum. A 3 ns particle identification window was used to select protons, but within this cut there is still some background due to accidental coincidences which must be subtracted.
For each bin in 4 dimensions (W , cosθ * η , φ * η and m 2 x ), the number of accidental coincidences inside the proton cut was estimated by determining the average number of accidentals in the "wings" of the spectrum, −45 ns < t coin < −5 ns and 15 ns < t coin < 50 ns, away from loci for actual coincidences. This value was then normalised for the width of the proton cut and subtracted from the data. The accidental correction is small for our kinematics and rates, the weighted mean correction was 1.5% and the largest correction in any (W , cosθ * η , φ * η ) bin was 7.6%.
η Identification
In the case of inelastic scattering, the detection of the scattered electron and recoil proton is not an exclusive measurement-there will be at least one other emitted particle. If there is only one undetected particle it is possible to fully reconstruct the kinematics of that particle. The data corresponding to such a channel, the p(e, e ′ p)η in this case, is isolated by constructing the square of the missing mass m 2 x , as given in Eq. (1). Figure 8 shows the m 2 x distribution for the lower-Q 2 data, with the π 0 , η and ω products are visible as peaks. The energy calibration of the data is done on the elastic peak. A simple Gaussian and polynomial background fitted to the eta peak is centered at 0.2993 GeV 2 , within 0.2% of the nominal eta mass. The broadening is due to instrumental resolution.
The actual extraction of the η particles is done by applying a cut on m 2 x around the η peak and subtracting the background. The resolution of this peak varies as a function of cosθ * η and therefore so does the cut, which is listed in Table V for events with more than one undetected particle. In this case, the missing mass does not correspond to any physical mass because the magnitude of the missing momentum is smaller than the sum of the magnitudes of the individual momenta of the undetected particles. This effect, predominantly due to the production of multiple pions, is the principle background in this experiment, and is treated in Section IV C 3.
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C. Monte Carlo Simulation of the Experiment
The Monte Carlo simulation of the experiment was done with SIMC [22] , the Jefferson Lab Hall C in-house detector simulation package. The simulation includes detailed models of both magnetic spectrometers and simulated the effects of radiative processes, multiple scattering, and ionisation energy loss (due to material in the target and spectrometers). It was used to obtain the experimental acceptance and radiative corrections for the resonance process under study, to simulate the multipion background to the resonance production and to study a number of other processes serving to verify our understanding of the apparatus.
SIMC as a package consists of an event generator, which is able to produce events from a variety of physical scattering processes common in Hall C or from phase space, and two 'single arm' spectrometer models, one for each detector, to track the particles and determine whether they are accepted by the detector. In each spectrometer model, the particle is propagated from its initial position in its initial direction with transport maps produced by COSY Infinity [23] , an arbitrary-order, beam dynamics simulation and analysis code, using the results of a field map of the magnetic elements. At points where there are apertures in the spectrometer such as collimators or the magnets themselves, the positions of the particles are checked against these. For the magnets this is done at the entrance, exit and at the maximum beam envelope within the object. Particles making it into the detector hut underwent multiple scattering and energy loss in the air and other materials. Particles that didn't conform to the experimental trigger, such as passing through three of the scintillator hodoscopes, and for electrons thě Cerenkov and calorimeter, were considered undetected. Detected events were reconstructed back to the target using the COSY optics matrix.
SIMC was not used 'out of the box' for the present analysis, as it didn't have physics models for either the p(e,e'p)η process or for multiple pion production. For η production, a simple model of the S 11 resonance was added to SIMC, which was then run to simulate the signal part of the experiment. In the case of the multipions, another event generator was used and the resulting electron and proton pairs were propagated through the SIMC detector models to simulate their detection. Both the elastic ep and the π 0 peaks have radiative tails that extend into the region m 2 x > 0.1 GeV 2 . A Monte Carlo simulation determined that this makes a negligible contribution to the η peak compared to the multipion background.
For both of the two Q 2 configurations, the data are taken in "settings" for which the HMS spectrometer angle and momentum is fixed. To limit file sizes and aid in online checking of the data, the data in each setting is taken in a number of "runs". The simulation is performed on a run-by-run basis to match the data. The data and simulation are then binned into identical fourdimensional histograms.
Model for p(e,e'p)η
The model for η production used in the simulation and extraction of the cross-section is a single relativistic Breit-Wigner shape as a function of W multiplied by a exponential form factor depending on Q 2 . The form used for the Breit-Wigner resonance shape (from Christy and Bosted [24] ) is given by
where the equivalent photon energy in the lab frame is
the equivalent photon energy in the center of mass (CM) frame is
and K R and K cm R represent the same quantities evaluated at the mass of the S 11 resonance, W R . Γ tot is the full decay width defined by
with β j the branching fraction to the j th decay mode and Γ j the partial width for this decay mode. The partial widths are determined from the intrinsic widths Γ, using
where p cm j is the momentum, in the center of mass, of a meson produced by a system of invariant mass W and p cm j | WR is the momentum of a meson from a system of the nominal resonance invariant mass W R , L is the angular momentum of the resonance, and X = 0.165 GeV is an empirical damping parameter. The model as used in the simulation is then given by
Although simplistic, the model describes the data well. The parameters a and b were obtained by fitting the form ae −bQ 2 to the cross-section at the S 11 resonance mass, σ R , of data taken by Armstrong et al. [2] and both of the present Q 2 data sets. The parameters W R and Γ R were refined using an iterative procedure in which the BreitWigner form was fitted to the angle-integrated lower-Q 2 data, used to extract a new cross-section and then refitted. There was no explicit cosθ * η or φ * η dependence in the input model since the data showed very little anisotropy. The final model parameters are given in Table VI.
Model for Multipion Production
The multipion background was simulated using an event generator from the Jefferson Lab Hall B (CLAS detector) simulation package, which takes as input the Q 2 and W 2 ranges of the generation region and the reactions, chosen from a list of possibilities, from which the events should be generated. Depending on the reaction, the events are then sampled from interpolated data tables or according to a cross-section model-in contrast to SIMC behaviour which throws events uniformly and weights them event-by-event. The generator itself extrapolates the cross-section from where data exists to higher Q 2 using the square of the dipole form,
The reactions included in our simulation of the multipion background are given by Eqs. (18) and (19) .
The event generator was developed from an initial version for real photons [25] . In that version, for performance reasons, the cross-section is drawn from tabulated data-either measured or generated from models in unmeasured regions. In the current version, the pπ + π − exit channel, Eq. (18), is now generated according to a phenomenological model [26] , with parameters that have been fit to recent CLAS data [27] which measured the process ep → e ′ pπ + π − for 1.4 < W < 2.1 GeV and 0.5 < Q 2 < 1.5 GeV 2 /c 2 . The model is calculated for the three intermediate channels π − ∆ ++ , π + ∆ 0 and ρp. The amplitude is defined in the meson-baryon degrees of freedom, and is therefore not necessarily valid at this high momentum transfer Q 2 < ∼ 7 (GeV/c) 2 , where quarkgluon degrees of freedom may be the most appropriate. Radiative corrections are not implemented for the multipion model. Despite these last two points, the results obtained are good enough to justify our implementation here. The properties of the generated pions aren't used, just the electron and proton pairs are propagated through SIMC.
Multipion Background Subtraction
As can be seen in Fig. 8 , the peak at m 2 x ∼ 0.3 GeV 2 , corresponding to missing η particles, lies on a continuous background described in Sec. IV B 3. This background was treated by simulating the m 2 x spectra of the background using SIMC with a model of the largest contributing reactions, described in the previous section, and then subtracting the simulation from the data.
The output of the simulation was a large set of multipion events that are accepted into our detectors. These events are then filled into histograms of the same structure as those of the data, yielding our approximation to the shape of the multipion background, without an absolute normalisation. Since an absolute multipion crosssection is not being extracted, the shape is sufficient to subtract it from the data. It can be seen in Fig. 9 , showing the data and associated simulations for one (W ,
x spectra similar enough to make a two-parameter fit unreliable. This is typically the case for mid to large cosθ * η and worsens as W increases. An example of such a case is illustrated in Fig. 10 .
For this reason, the fit was constrained to have the multipion normalisation parameter constant over φ * η , as expected physically. For each and all of the (W , cosθ * η ) bins, the fit had 9 parameters: one for the single multipion normalisation over all the φ * η bins and one for η production in each of the eight φ * η bins. The production of π 0 particles, seen as a peak at m It should be noted that some structure is seen within the normalisation parameters of the background model in W and cosθ * , illustrated in Figs. 13 and 14 respectively. The extracted fit parameters seem to rise smoothly and approximately linearly with both increasing W and increasing cosθ * . This is understandable since the multipion background model is produced from data with much lower Q 2 . Overall, the variation in the parameters is about a factor of 4. 
Target Window Background
No explicit subtraction for scattering off the aluminium walls of the target was performed. The data taken with the dummy target in this experiment has too low statistics to be used for subtraction, and it was not taken at all of the experimental settings, but it is adequate for estimating the yield from the target walls and demonstrating the shape of the missing mass distribution.
The size of the target wall effect is small and it has a very similar shape to the multipion background, so it is therefore adequately accounted for in that background subtraction procedure. To first order, a nucleus is a bag of nucleons, and as such the multipion production from the aluminium target window has the same broad kinematic distribution as from a free proton-the following analysis confirms this.
The dummy target produced 430 coincidences from a beam charge of 1.97 C giving an average yield, integrated over all angles and W up to 1.7 GeV, of about 0.2 counts per mC. The hydrogen target's 64,000 multipion coincidences, estimated from the background subtraction procedure, came at about 0.6 counts per mC, or three times as fast. Taking into account the differences in thickness between the dummy and the actual target walls, the multipion background is expected to have produced at least 20 times more background events than the target walls. Figure 15 shows the similarity between missing mass spectra of the dummy data and the multipion background simulation in three W bins.
Radiative Corrections
Radiative effects occur because photons are emitted in the interaction of the incoming and outgoing charged particles of the scattering. These real photons are either produced within the field of the scattering nucleus itself, called internal radiation, or from the fields of other nuclei in the propagation medium, called external radiation. This radiation causes there to be a difference between the actual momenta of the particles at the scattering vertex and the detected momenta, leading to measured values of W , Q 2 and the c.m. angles cosθ * η and φ, different from that of the actual scattering. In order to extract meaningful information from the detected particles, this radiative contribution must be corrected for.
External radiation is small for the proton due to its high mass and can be handled essentially exactly for the electron, both pre and post-scattering. Dealing with internal radiation requires a knowledge of the coupling of the photon to the electron, which is well known, and to the proton, which isn't known analytically since it depends on its QCD structure. It is then further complicated by interference of the amplitudes for radiation from each of the particles of the scattering. The radiative corrections for this experiment are done within SIMC, with the formalism of Ref. [29] , which is a general framework for applying radiative corrections in (e, e ′ p) coincidence reactions at GeV energies. This approach uses the angle peaking approximation and takes into account higherorder bremsstrahlung effects, multiple soft photon emission and radiation from the scattered hadron. External radiation is also included in the model.
The size of the radiative corrections implemented by SIMC is determined by running the full simulation with and without including radiative effects. In each bin, the ratio of the number of events predicted by these two simulations, after the 'standard' cuts of Table IV and the missing mass cuts of Sec. IV B 3, gives a number equivalent to the correction factor required to take account of the radiative effects. This radiative correction factor is listed for each bin in Tables XII and XIII along dependence in these plots comes about due to the limited acceptance, which decreases with increasing W and cosθ * η . This approach does neglect 2-photon radiation, which is expected to be about a factor of α = 1/137 smaller, and makes approximations. The uncertainty in the radiative corrections was estimated to be 2%. x distribution of the full set of data off the "dummy" target cell, and the grey filled histogram is the simulation of multipion background from Hydrogen. The simulation is arbitrarily normalised to match the data, with the same factor in all three panels. Note the similarity in shape. . Uncertainty is due to Monte Carlo statistics only.
D. Extraction of the η Differential Cross-Section
The actual η cross-section extraction is done by comparing the data, having had the randoms and multipion background already subtracted, with a Monte Carlo simulation of the experiment, produced using SIMC and the η production model described previously. The comparison is done for each (W , cosθ * η , φ * η ) bin. The m 2 x dependence of both the subtracted data and the simulation is integrated out between two tight limits in m 2 x that contain the missing η particle peak
where i labels the (W, cosθ * η , φ * η ) bins and j labels the m < cosθη < 1. Uncertainty is due to Monte Carlo statistics only. Symbols as in Fig. 16 .
, is obtained by multiplying the yield output of SIMC, in counts per mC, by the integrated beam current and then using the same filling procedure.
As can be seen in Fig. 12 , the resolution of the experiment, and therefore the width of the η peak, depends on cosθ * η . The integration limits, j low and j high -the dashed lines in the figure, are also functions of cosθ * η . The dependence of the extracted cross-sections on these integration limits is accounted for in the next section. The experimental cross-section is then obtained, from the model cross-section at the centre of the bin σ i MC , using
As with any measurement in which the events are histogrammed, each bin represents a mean quantity, weighted by the distribution of the events within that bin. In this experiment the cross-section changes rapidly and non-linearly with W , especially going from threshold to maximum within just 50 MeV, and our W bins are rather large at 30 MeV.
The bin centering in W was done implicitly during the cross-section extraction, under the assumption that the relativistic Breit-Wigner model and SIMC are accurate representations of the physics and detector response. If the simulation experimental acceptance model is accurate, then the kinematic distribution of simulated particles in each bin will mimic the population of data events within that bin. So too if the physics model is good, then nonlinearities in the actual cross-section will be correctly reproduced by the simulation. To the extent that both of these are true, the ratio of the data and Monte Carlo yields in each bin, N The bins in cosθ * η and φ * η are quite small, and where there is full coverage, the extracted differential crosssections are largely flat. It was decided not to attempt to incorporate nonlinear variation of the angular crosssection into the input model, and thus no implicit bin centering takes place.
The results are not quoted at fixed Q 2 . Since the events in every bin have a Q 2 distribution, the cross-section results are an average over the Q 2 distribution of the bin. The weighted average Q 2 of events in each bin Q 2 bin , is therefore quoted along with the extracted cross-section in Tables XII and XIII. In order to quote all the data at a single value of Q 2 , a model dependent correction would have to be applied to the data, which can be done at a later stage.
E. Check of SOS acceptance
Coincident Elastic Scattering Cross-Section
For the SOS central momentum and angle setting of θ SOS = 47.5
• and P SOS = 1.74 GeV/c, the scattered protons from elastic ep events will have a momentum of 4.44 GeV/c and angle of 18.3
• . The elastic electrons cover an electron momentum range of 2.08 to 1.73 GeV/c and angular range of 44
• to 51
• which corresponds to a proton momentum range of 4.25 to 4.61 GeV/c and angular range of 19.8
• to 17.0 • . The Q 2 range is from 6.4 to 7.1 (GeV/c) 2 . During the experiment, the HMS was set at three combinations of θ HMS and P HMS at which elastic ep coincidence events were detected. At θ HMS = 18
• and P HMS = 4.7 GeV/c, the acceptance for elastic ep events is best matched. At θ HMS = 19.5
• and P HMS = 4.5 GeV/c, the HMS in-plane angular acceptance reduces the SOS in-plane angular range to 44
• to 47.5
• . While for θ HMS = 16.5
• and P HMS = 4.5 GeV/c, the HMS inplane angular acceptance reduces the SOS in-plane angular range to 49
• . To extract measured elastic ep yields, the same data cuts listed in Table IV were used with an additional cut of 0.8 < W < 1.07 GeV to isolate elastic events. The data were also corrected for tracking efficiency, trigger inefficiency, computer and electronic deadtime. The same SIMC Monte Carlo was used with ep elastic cross section calculated using the electric and magnetic form factors from the fit of Bosted [30] . At this Q 2 = 6.76 (GeV/c) 2 , the proton magnetic form factor is the dominant contribution to the elastic cross section and a conservative estimated error on the predicted cross section is 4%. • and three different combinations of θHMS and pHMS. The solid line is the average ratio = 0.95 ± 0.01, of all points between θe = 45.5
• to 49.5
• . The corresponding value of electron δ for a given θe is given by the upper x-axis.
In Fig. 19 , the ratio of data yield to predicted Monte Carlo yield is plotted as a function of electron scattering angle for all three settings. Between scattered electron angle of 45.5
• , the ratio is reasonably constant with an average value of 0.95 ± 0.01 which indicate good agreement with previous measurements. Below 45.5
• , the agreement falls off sharply and above 49.5
• the ratio jumps to an average of 1.08 which demonstrate problems in understanding the SOS acceptance in some areas.
On the other hand, Figure 19 shows that we are able to reproduce a well known quantity, the elastic scattering cross section, to within a few percent using our two spectrometer coincidence configuration, and thus we develop some confidence in the main result of the paper. The elastic events are in the SOS relative momentum range 10% < δ < 20%, while the p(e, ep)η cross section is extracted in the range −20% < δ < −5%, thus we cannot use this data to correct the η cross section. For this reason a single arm comparison is best for checking the SOS acceptance. The ep coincidence comparison is useful as a check on the understanding of the experimental luminosity and efficiency corrections.
Inclusive Elastic and Inelastic Cross-Section
In order to determine how accurately the SIMC simulation package models the acceptance of the SOS spectrometer, we extracted single-arm elastic and inelastic cross-sections from hydrogen and compared them with a fit to previous data. This inclusive analysis had the same set of data runs, the same correction factors whenever applicable, the same acceptance simulation code and the same electron identification cuts, as the coincidence analysis.
In the inclusive case, corrections for the target endcaps were much larger than in the coincidence case, and an additional correction for pair-symmetric backgrounds was needed (up to 10% at the highest W ). These were determined using interpolated positron cross sections measured in a previous experiment [31] with the same target and beam energy, but slightly different scattering angles at 45, 55, and 70 degrees. This correction is negligible for the coincidence analysis due to the imposition of missing mass cuts.
Another difference is that radiative corrections were done analytically, rather than in the Monte Carlo simulation. For both elastic and inelastic scattering these were calculated using the formalism of Mo and Tsai [32] . For the required elastic scattering cross-section model, we used the form factor parametrisation of Bosted [30] , while for the inelastic cross-section model we used the May 2007 fit of Christy and Bosted [24] .
To obtain final radiated cross-section for a proton target, the cross-sections from the Al dummy target were subtracted with the appropriate scale factor to match the thickness of the endcaps. The small difference in radiative corrections between the endcaps and dummy was not taken into account.
The W dependence of the extracted inelastic crosssection, taken from the central region of the SOS spectrometer is plotted in Fig. 20 along with the Christy model. Generally, the W -dependence is in quite good agreement with Christy fit, especially for 1.5 < W < 1.6 GeV, which is the main focus of this paper. Based on this analysis, a systematic uncertainty of 3% was assigned to the acceptance of the SOS spectrometer. 
F. Systematic Error Analysis
Depending on the source of error, one of two different methods was used to account for it. Those errors that were independent of the kinematic variables of the extracted data, W , cosθ * η and φ * η , were treated globally and applied to the data overall. The sources of this kind of error are summarised in Table VII. The pion contamination through the PID cut for electrons was calculated by Villano [20] , using the data of this experiment, to be 1.6%. Most of these pions are from random coincidences and are effectively removed by the coincidence time cut-an analysis for the F π experiment [19, 21] shows the residual contamination to be about 0.1%. The systemstic error in the target density and charge measurement were also determined by the F π analysis [19, 21] . The error in the HMS acceptance is the quadrature sum of the 0.5% point-to-point error and 0.8% normalisation error determined by Christy [33] . The overall error of 4.2%, calculated as a sum in quadrature, is dominated by the uncertainty in the SOS acceptance.
If a source of error was expected to be dependent on kinematics, then it was treated on a bin-by-bin basis. The Monte Carlo simulation was run with altered parameters to mimic the uncertainty, and the subsequent analysis was done to compare to the extracted cross-section and quantify the effect bin-by-bin. The parameters that were altered, listed in Table VIII , were those considered imprecisely known or that affect the determination of the cross-section. The best choice set of parameters were used for the standard analysis from which the final differential cross-section was calculated. Each parameter was then varied and the complete analysis repeated, up to the point of attaining the differential cross-section. The parameters were not varied together, as would be done in a fit, since it was assumed that to first order they acted independently and thus the prohibitive extra effort was unnecessary.
The drift chamber resolutions, r DC , for the HMS and SOS spectrometers were calibrated as described in Section IV A 2. In order to completely account for any error, these parameters were arbitrarily increased by 10% for the variation procedure. The exact position of the target in the beam direction, z targ , was only known to within 3 mm. For the standard analysis, the middle position of this uncertainty window, an offset of 1.5 mm from the nominal centre, was chosen. The variation used for this parameter was the maximum possible extent of the motion, 1.5 mm in either direction.
The SOS spectrometer was found to be somewhat outof-plane, but the exact amount is uncertain. A survey of the hall produced a value of x ′ SOS = 2.62 mr, which was used in this extraction, while an analysis of ep coincidence data by the F π experiment [19, 21] yielded x ′ SOS = 3.2 mr. The spectrometer offset was thus varied in both directions, to 1.5 mr and 3.5 mr, for the systematic analysis.
The cut on missing mass squared m 2 x , is described in Sec. IV B 3. The effect of this cut was taken into account by including it as one of the parameters varied in the systematic analysis. The variation chosen was to widen this cut on both ends by 0.1 GeV 2 and then subsequently to narrow it by the same amount.
If x i was the value of the differential cross-section in bin i for the standard analysis and y v i was for the analysis of a certain variation v, then the systematic error for that variation in that bin was taken as half the difference, δ
For the purposes of conveying the size of each of the systematic errors in Table VIII , a measure of the average size δ v is used. This is the mean systematic error for all bins, weighted by the statistical error of the measurement in each bin
where σ i is the statistical error of the differential crosssection in bin i. The total bin i systematic error, δ tot i , was determined by adding in quadrature the systematic error for each variation, δ v i , and the global systematic errors, δ glo , to give δ
V. RESULTS
A. Differential Cross-Section p(e, e ′ p)η
The differential cross-sections for the centre-of-mass scattering angles of the η are extracted in the bins described in Section IV A 5, with large W bins to allow more angular bins. Figure 21 shows these data for the lower-Q 2 setting. The diminishing experimental acceptance as W increases, especially in out-of-plane φ * η bins, is evident. As seen in previous data [2, 5, 6, 13] , a dominant isotropic, or S-wave, component is seen at W from threshold to the S 11 resonance peak.
Equation (8) is the parametrisation of the virtual photon cross-section in terms of its angular dependence. The extracted differential cross-section was fitted with Eq. (8) , for the lower W bins where there is sufficient angular acceptance for a fit, and is plotted in Fig. 21 . The parameters extracted from the fit are plotted in Fig. 22 and listed in Table IX . Using the results of the fit, the anisotropy in the threshold to resonance region is shown to be at most about 15% for the lower-Q 2 setting. The results of this fit can be compared to similar studies of the angular dependence of η production data. The recent CLAS data [6] was also fit with Eq. (8) . The term linear in cosθ * η shows definite structure at all measured 
Q
2 . It was observed that as W increases above where the S 11 (1535) is expected to be dominant, the cosθ * η dependence changes dramatically. At W = 1.66 GeV it decreases monotonically with cosθ * η , but by W = 1.72 GeV the forward backward-asymmetry is reversed. Previous experiments, at photoproduction [35] and at higher Q 2 [5] , have shown the same structure in the W dependence of B, with B/A appearing to be roughly independent of Q 2 up to Q 2 = 2.5 GeV 2 [6] . The quantity B/A for the present work and previously published data [2, 5, 6 ] is plotted in Fig. 23 . Due to diminishing angular acceptance the present work does not extend above W ∼ 1.65 GeV where the ratio reaches its minimum and begins to make a rapid change from negative to positive. For W near the S 11 resonance mass (black dotted line in figure) , the B/A structure shows some difference between the CLAS data [6] which remains negative and data from the present work and others [2, 5] which do go positive, but the trend is the same and continues to be approximately independent of Q 2 up to ∼5.8 GeV 2 . The higher-Q 2 setting data were not amenable to the full angular fit, as can be seen in Fig. 24 , so the fit function was truncated to dσ/dΩ * = A + B cosθ * and fitted [2, 5, 6] . The black dotted line is drawn at W = 1.535 GeV, the nominal mass for the S11 resonance.
to the data. There is large uncertainty on the extraction of B/A for these data, and the results are consistent with no structure, as can be seen in Fig. 23 .
Denizli et al. [6] show that the rapid change in sign of B could be due to a P wave resonance at W ≈ 1.7 GeV. Specifically, a simple resonance model incorporating the P 11 (1710) could describe their data, but they do acknowledge that the P 13 (1720) is also a candidate. The approximate Q 2 independence of the magnitude of this feature would imply that such a P wave falls similarly slowly with Q 2 as the S 11 (1535).
As can be seen in Fig. 22 , the cos 2 θ * η term in the angular fit to the lower-Q 2 data is also quite significant for W above the resonance mass. In this case, the agreement with [6] is not good, as can be seen in Fig. 25 . This disagreement can also clearly be seen qualitatively in Fig. 21 where the eta-maid [34] curves are concave down while the new data are concave up. The total cross-section was determined from the differential cross-section in two ways. Firstly, the total crosssection was obtained by taking the weighted mean of the differential cross-section in each W bin and multiplying it by 4π, where the uncertainty in the mean is the quadrature sum of the statistical and systematic errors from all the bins. In W bins where there is full coverage, this is equivalent to integrating the differential cross-section. The total cross-section found using this method is listed in Table X , along with the weighted average Q 2 in each W bin and the percentage of the 4π c.m. angular range accepted in each W bin. Secondly, the fitted angular dependence, Eq. (8) with parameters given in Table IX , was integrated in each W bin. Here, the uncertainty was determined by fixing each of the six parameters to the high and low one-sigma Minuit fit values and then fitting the remaining five parameters and determining the integral. The ratio of the quadratic cos 2 θ * η term to the isotropic component for fits to the η-electroproduction differential cross-section, for the present work and other data [2, 6] . Symbols are the same as Fig. 23 . The maximum and minimum values of the integral so determined were used to estimate the error. This second procedure couldn't be applied to the higher-Q 2 setting because the sparsity of the data precluded the fitting of the full angular dependence. The total cross sections determined in this way for each of the settings still have a Q 2 which varies with W . The value of σ R was obtained by fitting a relativistic Breit-Wigner to the total cross-section and evaluat-ing it at the resonance mass. The Breit-Wigner is given by Eq. 17 and described in Section IV C 1 and the nonresonant background is modeled as A nr √ W − W thr + B nr (W − W thr ). During the fit, the mean Q 2 value for that W bin was used. Due to strong correlations between the parameters, especially b η and W R , the branching fraction to η was fixed at b η = 0.5 for the fits. The uncertainty in σ R was estimated by individually fixing each of the Breit-Wigner parameters W R and Γ R to their Minuit uncertainties, redoing the fit and reevaluating σ R . The maximum and minimum values of σ R so determined were used to estimate the error.
This method worked well for the lowerQ 2 data, with good agreement of a single Breit-Wigner to the data. For the averaged differential cross-section a small background contribution, less than 0.5%, was admitted under the resonance peak, while the fit to the integrated angular dependence model didn't admit any background contribution. The higher-Q 2 data were amenable to such a fit since the large error bars and poor angular coverage make the parameters unreliable. For this reason, a simultaneous fit to both settings was thus done, yielding a single set of resonance parameters. The background was constrained to have the same Q 2 dependence as the data, essentially requiring it to have the same relative size. Figure 26 shows the results of this fit, which are listed in Table XI Both the simultaneous and the individual fits were repeated for b η = 0.45 and 0.55. The results of these additional fits are plotted as correlation contours in Fig. 27 . The σ R extracted from each of these additional fits was at all times well within the error quoted in Table XI . It can be seen that there are correlations between b η and W R and also between W R and Γ R . The resonance parameters from the simultaneous fit are dominated by the lower-Q 2 data, as expected.
[ The amplitude A 1/2 is determined from the total cross-section at the S 11 (1535) resonance mass σ R , by Eq. (12), which assumes A 1/2 ≫ S 1/2 . Using the σ R values obtained from the Breit-Wigner fit to the total cross-section, and those obtained in previous experiments [2, 5, 6] , A 1/2 is determined consistently for all data with Γ R = 150 MeV, b η = 0.55 and W R = 1535 MeV, chosen to coincide with those used previously [2, 6] . The uncertainties in A 1/2 do not include uncertainties in
Table XI summarises the parameters from the BreitWigner fit, the extracted total cross-section at the resonance mass, σ R , and the extracted helicity amplitude, A 1/2 . As can be seen in Fig. 28 , the values of A 1/2 determined in this work significantly extend the Q 2 range of the world's data. The curves in the figure [36, 37, 38, 39, 40] show a huge variation in the predicted values of A 1/2 .
The magnetic form-factor of the proton G [2, 5, 6] (consistently with WR = 1.53 GeV, ΓR = 150 MeV and bη = 0.55). The curves are from Refs. [36, 37, 38, 39, 40] . strong coupling constant α s . The same arguments predict that the helicity amplitude for the S 11 (1535) decreases with 1/Q 3 . Figure 29 is a plot of Q 3 A 1/2 , showing that the quantity Q 3 A 1/2 appears to begin flattening at a photon momentum transfer broadly within the range of this work, Q 2 ∼ 5 − 7 GeV 2 , a possible signal of the onset of pQCD scaling. A pQCD calculation by Carlson and Poor [4] , of the magnitude of this quantity, is plotted and is a factor of ∼ 3 smaller than the data. It has also been pointed out that such scaling may have a non-perturbative explanation [42, 43] .
In order to compare the behaviour of A 1/2 with the approach of G p M to scaling, the quantity
is plotted in Fig. 30 . The form of G p M is taken from the fit by Bosted [30] . The figure shows that the two quantities don't have the same form at low Q 2 , and the data doesn't go high enough in Q 2 to know whether the two quantities begin behaving equivalently. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented the results of a precise, high statistics measurement of the differential cross-section for the ep → e ′ pη exclusive process. This is done at the highest momentum transfer to date, namely, Q 2 = 5.8 and 7.0 (GeV/c) 2 at the S 11 resonance mass, which is a significant extension from the previous highest at Q 2 = 3.6 GeV 2 . Data were obtained from threshold to W = 1.8 GeV, the S 11 (1535) dominating the channel as expected. In the region from threshold to the S 11 (1535) resonance mass, the differential cross-section is largely isotropicconsistent with previous measurements.
The interference phenomenon in the linear cosθ * η term at W of the S 11 (1535) resonance mass, seen in lower Q 2 and photoproduction data is observed here with similar strength. The present data doesn't have sufficient angular coverage at W ∼ 1.7 GeV to comment meaningfully on the strong presence of a P wave resonance there. The curvature in the cosθ * η dependence of the differential cross-section is opposite to that of the data at lower-Q 2 . The helicity-conserving transition amplitude A 1/2 , is extracted from the data assuming no longitudinal component (A 1/2 ≫ S 1/2 ). The Q 2 dependence of Q 3 A 1/2 seems to be flattening, consistent with the pQCD prediction, although the range of Q 2 is too small to verify the exact dependence. Even if the data scale as predicted by pQCD, that is not conclusive evidence for the onset of pQCD.
On the theoretical front, the differential cross-section will be incorporated into multi-channel, multi-resonance models, such as those by the maid and ebac groups, which should maximize the physics impact coming from these data. Also, the inability for any one calculation to adequately describe the Q 2 dependence of A 1/2 leaves much to be done in understanding the structure of the S 11 (1535). On the experimental front, more data are required to further address the questions in this paper.
It would be nice to fill the data gap in the region between Q 2 ∼ 4 and 5.8 GeV 2 to analyse the apparent change of differential cross-section shape. Extending the data to Q 2 much higher than 7 GeV 2 will complete the study of the transition to hard-scale scattering. Obtaining LT separated data at high Q 2 will enable checking of the assumption, made in this work and in the literature, that the longitudinal component is negligible. The planned upgrade of the Jefferson Lab accelerator, to energies as high as 11 GeV, will allow exclusive η electroproduction data to be obtained to Q 2 ∼ 14 GeV 2 , and LT separations at least to the Q 2 of this experiment.
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APPENDIX: TABLES OF DIFFERENTIAL CROSS-SECTIONS
